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The Little Saints
Thanksgiving 2002 - Thanksgiving 2003

This year's nativity representations reflect, as always, a great cultural and
geographical variety, and, of course, the riches in motif and tradition that come with
it. From Singapore to Iceland, from pâte d'encens to dyed wool, religious imagination
seems to dispose of an inexhaustible arsenal of artistic and devotional inventions and
tools to live up to the true sense of the Incarnation: God makes himself available to all
people of all times. To highlight and illustrate this truth we have chosen as motto for
the 2003 Christmas exhibit the expression, "The Little Saints." The little Saints are
the little people stamped with great love from God.
The French word, Santons comes from the Italian Santini, or little saints. Santini were
hand-painted clay figures of popular saints sold in marketplaces and by traveling
merchants all over Italy and in southern France, the Provence in particular. In the
sun-bleached region of the Provence, with such cities as Marseille, Arles, and
Avignon, the "little saints" became Santons, but instead of being adorned with haloes
and palm branches, they now wear bonnets and trousers, embroidered shawls, and
full skirts. The Santon is both "collective personality" and colorful
individual. Santons are first and foremost members of a community and
representatives of a given cultural and sociological identity. In short, they stand for
some aspect of the collective make-up of Provençal towns and villages and, by
extension, of other regions of France and beyond. Not enough to be an envoy of his
community, each Santon has his/her own frequently typified personality and
story. He may be, e.g., the stereotype local yokel or village fool--his collective
persona--but he is also the Ravi, or Man in rapture. Naïve and simple-minded, he is
the only citizen of the town who raises his arms to heaven in guileless happiness
about the birth of Jesus.
The world of Santons has many different characters, from the belle of Arles (Arlésienne)
to Marius, the typical Marseilles bon vivant and poacher. The complete village counts
no less than 130 little figures, mayor, pastor, and gypsies included.
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Various Studios
French Santons
France
There are santons from Alsatia and Brittany. They are recent creations. The classical santons
are from Provence in southern France. They are the “real” santons, the French santons. There
are many and famous studios specializing in the creation of santons. In this nativity set, we
have gathered forty-two santons, representing sixteen different studios, most of which are
located in the southern region of Provence. The nativity group surrounded be five other
characters, among them a shepherd and the gypsy woman with her baby, was created by the
Coulomb studio. Most of the other “maisons” (studios) are represented with two
figures. Name and history of the little characters remain unchanged, no matter which studio
they come from. The difference lies in the coloring, in the details of the overall facial
expressions, sometimes in the presentation of the attributes that define each character.
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Studio “Roi de Bretagne”
Santons of Brittany
France
Ferociously independent and intensely dedicated to the sea, Saint Anne, and its reputation of
being the guardian of the end of the world (Finistère), Brittany, situated in the northwestern
corner of France, has its own brand of Santons. Manufactured by the studio of “Roi de Bretagne”
in Plougastel, the figures are entirely handcrafted and painted. Each piece bears the initials of
the artisan who made it. The costumes are based on models exhibited in the “Musé e
departemental Breton” of Quimper . Jesus is featured in the baptismal attire of Plougastel,
whereas Mary and Joseph are wearing the costumes of Point-Aven respectively, Bannalec. The
couple of Gu é rande, called “swampers,” are collectors of salt. Johnny of Roscoff is selling
onions in England. He is accompanied by his buddy, the fisherman, who takes him across the
channel. The ladies of Morbihan represent human condition: they are the “chatter boxes.” The
couple of Plougastel carries an apple tree laden with red apples – a promise of new life in the
midst of winter, and a symbol of Christmas.
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Unknown
King or Queen for a Day
France
There are twenty-five tiny Santons in this nativity. The Porcelain figures are
identified, in French, as some of the typical characters of Provençal Christmas
lore: the miller, the blind man and his young guide, the knife grinder, and the village
fool in rapture – to name only some of them. Their role in this set is not to be
representatives of their village at the manger, but to be put as “premiums” in the
Epiphany cake! Following an old European tradition, beans were hidden in the cakes
(galettes des rois) gracing the dinner table on January 6, feast of the Three Kings. The
lucky guest or member of the family who found a bean in his cake was made king or
queen of the day. Over time, the beans were replaced with little figurines, especially
kings, but also other Santons. Who, child or adult, would not want to be king or
queen for a day?
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Agnes Boiste
The Stuff of Fairy Tales
France
This rounded abode with its coquettish roof seems to be breathing with life from
Mother Earth. Some will see in this stable a giant mushroom home of fairies and
dwarfs. The charming little characters are like jewels spilling from a treasure
trough. Agnes Boiste’s ceramic figures are Santons in their own right. They don’t
make a sociological or cultural statement, but they are the stuff of children’s dreams
and fairy tales. There is a part of Christmas which can be captured only in fairy tales
and dreams.
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Marcel Carbonel
Rapture
France
Santons of Provence come in various sizes. This set represents a miniature edition of
the Provençal village and of some of its famous characters. There is one figure which
begs for special attention. His name is “le ravi,” usually translated with “man in
rapture.” He stands in a remote but prominent area of the nativity village. His hands
and arms are raised to heaven to express ravissement, meaning rapture. A farm hand,
the young man is somewhat simple-minded. He is the only inhabitant of the whole
village to manifest openly his guileless happiness on hearing the news of Christ’s
birth.
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Pascale Delorme
Alsatian Santons
France
Alsatia is a long and narrow strip of land in eastern France bordering Germany. Its
culture is a happy combination of the proverbial “joy of life” of France, and the hardworking and efficient character of Germany. As in Provençal tradition, Alsatian
Santons reflect various activities and model typical local costumes. Exquisitely
painted, they are the distinguished ambassadors of the Alsatian way of life. Among
the thirty-two clay figurines, you will find the lady with the cabbage cart
(highlighting sauerkraut, the national dish), the girl carrying a Gugelhopf (typical
Alsatian pastry) for baby Jesus, and the proud Strasbourg Belle dressed in her Sunday
costume. The holy couple in local attire looks much like the ordinary people they
used to be in their time. Holding each other in loving respect, they contemplate with
pride the Son of God in his Alsatian cradle.
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Barmettler Family
Swiss Santons
Switzerland
Santons are messengers of people’s customs and concerns. This nativity scene is a
study in Swiss folklore. It shows some of the historical trademarks of
Switzerland: the unforgettable Heidi, the accordion player, and the typical Swiss
dairy farmer. But the host of actors and actresses represent the folkloric costumes of
various regions of Switzerland. Most of them are from central Switzerland (Uri,
Schwyz, Luzern), others from the northern regions (Zurich, Appenzell), still others
from the southern (Wallis, Tessin) and western (Vaud, Fribourg) parts of the
country. All together, they form a colorful and impressive parade of Swiss
folklore. However, this nativity set presents a major challenge: poor baby Jesus and
parents beg to be sought and found.
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Bernard Boivin
The Santons of Charlevoix
Canada
Charlevoix in French-speaking Canada has its own collection of terra cotta figurines
depicting a typical Québécois nativity scene. Its colorful characters bring back the
memory of traditional activities and historical events of old Charlevoix. Scenes of
farming, logging, and shipbuilding alternate with brightly colored houses, towns, and
chapels. Our nativity set presents historical personages, villages, animals, folkloric
and legendary characters, and of course, a beautiful local rendering of the Nativity
group.
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Yolande
Aristocrats Among Santons
France
Aristocrats among the Santons of Provence, these figures hide their humble clay
origin in sumptuous costumes. Dressed in the elegant and colorful robes of
townspeople, or donned with the comfortably dark clothes of shepherds and farmers,
Yolande’s Santons reflect the bright colors of sun and sea, and the scorched earth of
the northern regions of Provence.
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Amos Tay
Fragile Majesties
Singapore
Pāte d'encens
This majestic nativity representation from Singapore was made by a Buddhist family. The
medium used is paste from the bark of the Cinnamon tree, called pāte d'encens. The tiny but
bustling island state of Singapore, formerly a part of Malaysia, is situated at the crossroad of
many cultures. This nativity set reflects the influence of East and West. The baroque style of
posture and vestments suggest a Latin origin, possibly Portugal or Spain. The facial expressions
convey some of the mysterious gravity of Asian religious traditions. Made of pāte d'encens, the
figures are light and fragile. Their brittle existence is in stark contrast with their imposing
stance and proud bearing. Gathered at the manger, the kings are but fragile majesties.
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Itari Akayama
Humble Beauty
Japan
Japanese culture is a culture of simplicity and balance. It imitates the harmony of
nature, its silent grandeur and graceful simplicity. Imitating nature is like imitating
the art of God. This may be the reason why everything in Japanese culture, from
gardening to martial arts, is permeated with awe and reverence, reflecting the age-old
wisdom that nature is not governed except by obeying her. Similarly, this artless
bisque nativity, placed in a setting of austere beauty is a welcome reminder of the
Japanese philosophy of “moral geometry.” Things spiritual and supernatural are too
great and difficult for human understanding, but they may be expressed in humble
awe with words and deeds of simple beauty.
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Katherine Muench
The Finishing Touch
USA
Katherine Muench is an artist from Maine who has devoted thirty-five years of her
life to the creation of her own brand of nativity figures. The overall impression
suggested is one of unfinished finish. All of these figures attract the eye of the
beholder, thanks to their bright colors and shining varnish. At close inspection, the
smooth surfaces reveal a different reality and convey a typical message. Facial
expression, the extremity of the members, even the contours of the various color
fields remain distinctly unfinished. Intentional or not, the suggestion is that however
smooth the surface of the persona, our inner being is begging for the finishing touch
by the hand of a master artist. Christmas has been compared to the beginning of a
new creation, the God-man Jesus being its master artist.
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Unknown
Worship of the Imperfect
Japan
Known as Origami, the art of making various shapes and forms with paper is first
mentioned in the fourth century A.D. Square and rectangular pieces of paper were
cut and folded into symbolic representations of the Spirit of God. Origami is best
defined as “folded paper” and “paper folding.” As early as the twelfth century, folded
paper came to be used for certificates which accompanied valued objects, such as
swords. Certificates were folded in two to highlight their value. In the eighteenth
century, Origami took on a new meaning, that of “formal wrappers” or tsutsumi. There
is also the well-known custom of Senbazuru or of the “thousand paper cranes.” Who
manages to make one thousand paper cranes will see his dearest wish come
true. Origami is a tribute to the skilled hands of the Japanese people, but it has also a
symbolic meaning. It is sometimes described as “moral geometry,” because it defines
our sense of proportion to the universe. On the other hand, Origami may also be called
“worship of the imperfect.” It is a tender attempt to accomplish something possible
in a world of impossibles. Didn’t Jesus Christ try to do the same?
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Mario and Miguel Mendoza
A Matter of the Heart
Argentina
This nativity set was made by two brothers from San Salvador of Jujuy. Jujuy is the
northern most province of Argentina. Inca influence and Hispanic culture gave this
region a remarkable wealth of art and music. The Mendoza brothers, ceramic artists
of renown, have made it their task to reproduce in ceramic some of the major features
of the local Jujuy culture. The figures in this manger scene are rendered in the
colorful costumes of the Jujuy Indios. Mary and Joseph are stills of awe and
reverence. Putting the right hand on their heart, they let it be known that for them,
Christmas is truly a matter of the heart. Unthinkable as it may be for an Indio
woman, even her hat has come off in praise of the child.
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Unknown
A Matter of Survival
Madagascar
This nativity set has been carved by Malagasy artisans belonging to the tribe of the
Zafimaniry, and living in Ambositra on the island of Madagascar. The wood used
comes from a non-hardwood tree called Vandriaka. Zafimaniry people are known for
the decorative carvings of doors and windows of their homes. Begun as a
conservation measure by Catholic missionaries in the 1960s, the Zafimaniry were
instructed in the craft of figure carving as a means of saving the lushly forested areas
of their habitat, while assisting the people to find sources of income. These smooth,
shining, and beautifully carved figures are a tribute not only to the artistic abilities of
the Zafimaniry, but also to their will of economic and cultural survival. So much in
life is a matter of survival! The message of Christmas is no exception.
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Unknown
The Greatest Story
Tanzania
Carved from black wood or Mpingo, this Maconde (Tanzania) nativity set is a gift of Daniel E.
Pilarczyk, Archbishop of Cincinnati, to the Marian Library. The heavy and shining figures are
a worthy tribute to the art of the Maconde. Its style has evolved from simple and rustic
patterns to highly decorative elements and sophisticated symbolism. The art of the Maconde
follows at least two important criteria:
1. A piece of art is, by definition, an original that cannot be copied.
2. Art is a form of story-telling. Each work of art has a narrative value.
These seem the perfect criteria to recreate the uniqueness of the greatest story ever told.
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Nova 5 Collectible
Cultural Diversity
USA
There are three angels in this black and white nativity set. Angels play an important
role at the birth of Christ. There was a time when angels were participants in the
heavenly dispute about the success of Christ’s mission. Will humans accept him? Is it
acceptable for God to adopt human nature? A more classical tradition sees in the
angels the witnesses of Christ’s supernatural origin. Scripture presents them as
messengers of the birth of Christ to the shepherds in the field. But no limit is set to
religious imagination: angels may be musicians, playful companions for the Christ
Child, arranged for battle around the manger or kneeling adoringly at the foot of the
future Savior. In this set, the angels play the role of announcing the coming of the
Messiah and of adoring his hidden divinity. Being of black hair and faces, they
highlight cultural diversity on earth as well as in heaven.
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Maria degli Angeli
A Symphony of Burlap
Italy
The artist is a Carmelite sister from the northern region of Italy (Aosta). Her work is
a symphony of burlap. Using burlap to craft her figures, she has a wonderful ability
to make the personages of the crèche come alive with noble beauty. Frequently
recalcitrant and taxing for any artist’s touch, burlap becomes like putty in the sister’s
hand, but still achieves the task to convey the sober and simple dignity of the
Incarnation.
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Katrin Barendregt
Dyed in the Wool
Switzerland
Faceless and almost formless, these figures are representative of a recent tendency in
crèche culture. The tendency is termed “narrative simplicity,” and calls for simple and
natural materials to embody and represent the Christmas story. In this set, the
material is wool, nothing but bits and pieces of pure and dyed wool. But wool adds a
secondary, a moral significance to the story told by these woolen figures. The word
“wool” in German is at the heart of a number of proverbs expressing rage, quarrelling,
getting in each other’s hair, being at loggerheads with somebody. Thus, wool is a
reminder that the message of Christmas is a message of peace and not of
quarrelling. A dyed-in-the wool Christian is a lover of peace.
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Sung June Yim
Bridge Builders
Korea
Sung June Yim is a ceramic artist from the Seoul region in South Korea. Frequently he
seeks artistic inspiration in early Korean history and Chinese literature. The central
characters of this set are Lady Mi and warrior Jo Ja Ryong from the Chinese classic,
“The Three Dynasties.” Lady Mi moves with her child through enemy territory. She
is wounded. Jo Ja Ryong, the great warrior, rescues the baby but is forced to leave the
mother behind.
Shepherds and magi are characters of the Ko Gu Ryo Dynasty (37 B.C.-668
A.D.). They can be recognized by their dotted vestments. The bowed figures with
long sleeves pay respect to the baby, and the three mounted musicians, with their
woodwind and percussion instruments welcome Him with a serenade.
Originally not intended as nativity, these typically cultural figures are bridge builders
between peoples and their history.
21

Gilberte Schneider
Three Santons
Switzerland
Three Santons, and not much else! Gilberte Schneider chose these humble “little
saints” – Jesus, Mary, and Joseph – to make her point. Imagination is particularly
fertile when it comes to accessories, simply because the essentials cannot or should
not be changed. But accessories sometimes hide or obscure the essentials. Thus,
there is welcome relief in showing but the essentials. The Holy Family is set against a
lunar landscape of bare white rocks streaked with yellow mica from the Alpine
regions of Switzerland.
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Hermine Arbeitshuber
A Victor’s Crown
Austria
At first glance, this set of artificial stone gives the impression of a Pop and Mom
crèche. Mary and Joseph radiate the well-fed happiness of people at ease with
themselves and the world. Indeed, for some German cultures, physical plentiness is a
sure promise of bliss. This holy couple seems happy to present their Child-Savior to
the world. Mary’s posture, although mama rather than queen, is that of the
enthroned Madonna. The figure of Joseph suggests both physical support and a
proud husband. His generous stature complements and contrasts the sturdy laurel to
Mary’s right. Its dense foliage covers mother and child like a victor’s crown.
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Kristina Karolina
Yuletide Lads
Iceland
Kristin Karolina dressed her Yuletide lads in sheepskin and wool of her
homeland. Mischief is written all over the bearded faces of the “bad boys,” presented
here in groups of three and four. Gryla, the witch, and Ragamuff, her lazy husband,
are waiting in their cave on the mountain for the return of the thirteen lads. The
Christmas scene, in style and materials identical with the other figures, is set apart,
and highlights the deeper meaning of the Yuletide tradition.
The Story of the Yulemen
Yuletide of the North of Europe is not simply Christmas. Long before the Christian
era, it meant the joyful moment when the sun, after having been a prisoner of
darkness for too long, slowly but surely reasserted its right to light and day. What
better symbol to highlight the meaning of Christ’s birth, frequently compared to the
rising sun?
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The folktale of the Icelandic Yuletide lads links both these events. The ballad of the
Giantess Gryla (18 c.) speaks of thirteen lads coming down from their snowy
mountains, one each day. On Christmas day, they leave again, one at a time, the last
one departing on Epiphany. Who are these Yuletide lads? They are “bad boys” who
like to have fun at the expense of innocent people. The children better hide their
toys, and kitchen maids cover their pots and pans for the Yuletide lads are a greedy
lot. They are taking after their parents, Gryla and Ragamuff, “loathsome folks who
played on humans many a hoax.” Unbelievable but true! Gryla, the giant witch,
collected children in her awesome bag. No wonder the lads are pranksters with an
evil streak.
Fencepost Pat , the first to come, always scares the sheep. Gully empties the
milkpail. Shorty, with the long white beard, steals the whole pan laden with
meat. Ladle Licker likes to lick the porridge ladle. Pot Scraper adores what is crisp or
burnt. Skirt Blower makes people sick blowing a breeze. Door Banger likes to make
noise. Yoghurt Glutton as the tale says, empties “barrel, bowl, and plate,” even before
people awake. Sausage Snatcher is after the row of juicy sausages. Window Peeker has an
evil eye, and Doorway Sniffer hides behind closed doors: both of them have sticky little
fingers. Meat Hook steals the Christmas steak with rod and hook, right up through the
chimney. The last to come on December 24 is called Candle Beggar. He sweeps the
holiday candles wherever he can get them.
Come December 25, the feast of new light, the spooky guys disappear, one a day. On
January 6, the thirteenth day of Christmas, they are all gone, the hissing yuletide cat
on their heels. The mischief is now over, light has triumphed over darkness. The days
grow longer, and Jesus’ birth is announced to the whole world.
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Günter Reichel
The Downward Staircase
Germany
Popular culture abhors sophistication and thrives on candor. In this set from the Erzgebirge
region (Sachsen), toy figures, turned wood, and bright colors are the sole ingredients of
Christmas lore. The Christmas joy of the simple-hearted resonates with the poor in spirit of the
Beatitudes. The little angels descending a monumental staircase leading to the modest hut of
the Emmanuel, are a playful but poignant reminder that in Christ the divinity has descended
into human flesh.
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Unknown
New Creation

Poland
Incarnation is the beginning of a new creation, so we say, from which we shall emerge with the
new face of brother or sister in Christ. But this crude rendering of the nativity from Zakopane
(Poland) seems hardly fit to model new creation. The pieces of birch wood representing figures
and barn appear to be all of the same unfinished cut. Only the faces bear promise of new
creation as they timidly emerge from formless trunks.
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Evelyn Martin
Mosaic of Wood
Trotwood, OH
This nativity set is a mosaic of wood consisting of more than two hundred
pieces. Termed Intarsia, the many elements of the crèche are fitted into a support, and suggest
the long road to Bethlehem, meandering through a Mid-eastern landscape. Made mainly of
cedar wood, the silhouettes of the nativity figures are like escapees from a world of too much
wooden harmony. Together they form the beginning of a new world at the end of a long road.
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Norman Eckl
Timeless Memory
USA
This is a classical nativity set of hard-fired bisque and vertical maroon shading. It is deemed
classical because the figures reflect patterns of the so-called Orientalist style, an artistic
movement prominent at the turn and well into the twentieth century. Claiming historical
authenticity, the Orientalist movement attempts to retrieve the Mid-eastern culture and
customs of Jesus’ times. For many people, this set deserves to be called classical because it is the
nativity of their youth and their life. Noble in gesture and pose, these figures reenact the
timeless memory of Jesus’ birth, then and now.
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Gerson International
Carolers’ Reward
USA
Dickens’ carolers have mutated many times over. But, whether Salvation Army or seafarer, Mr.
Fezziwig and Mrs. Cratchit or Primadonna and Dandy, they all have but one voice to hail the
newborn king … who remains invisible. In this set, and breaking with tradition, the infatigable
chanters are receiving their just reward. The carolers no longer have to search for the babe
Emmanuel in their songbooks. The Holy Family stands right there in front of them: a true
carolers’ reward.
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Julie Good-Kruger
Little Prophets
USA
Dolls can be handled, dolls are look-alikes, dolls are fetishes of children and childlike
souls! They represent an echo of paradise lost, and a promise of paradise retrieved. In sum, these
beautiful Good-Kruger collectibles are like little prophets of the Christ Child.
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Esther O’Hara
Amish Christmas
USA
Amish life style and clothing express separation from the world. Not the individual person,
but family, community, and church are essential. The faceless people of this set point to the
spiritual dimension of our lives. We need the eye of the soul to understand the grandeur of
Christmas.
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